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Chapter 3731: Was Completely Suppressed 

Pupil Master had roamed the three battlefields for many years. He had faced many Advanced Rulers. 

However, with his strength and his Supreme True Treasure Armor, those Advanced Rulers could not do 

anything to him. It would be as difficult as ascending to heaven to hurt him. 

However, Jian Wushuang’s sword attack had made Pupil Master understand that Jian Wushuang’s 

strongest battle strength was definitely stronger than most senior Rulers. Only the top few senior Rulers 

could unleash such power, only then could he defeat his attack and hurt him through the Supreme 

Treasure Armor. 

Such strength was enough to make Pupil Master feel fear. 

Unlike Pupil Master and everyone else who were shocked, Jian Wushuang frowned slightly when he saw 

Pupil Master spit out blood. 

He did not expect that he would only barely make Pupil Master spit out blood after displaying his 

strongest move. He did not expend much of his divine power. 

“The Supreme True Treasure Armor is indeed incomparable to ordinary Pinnacle True Treasure Armor,” 

Jian Wushuang thought. 

He knew that if Pupil Master did not have Supreme Treasure Armor and only had Supreme Treasure 

Armor, his sword attack with the Netherworld Divine Sword would have severely injured him, at least 10 

to 20 percent of his divine power would have been consumed, but the divine power consumed by Pupil 

Master was negligible. 

“With the protection of Supreme Treasure Armor, I can’t kill him alone.” Jian Wushuang understood 

this, but then he snorted and said, “Even if I can’t kill him, I have to teach him a lesson!” 

Jian Wushuang’s face was cold, and he attacked again with shocking power. 

Jian Wushuang hated Pupil Master a little. 

As a Ruler, he did not care about his identity and attacked the Principles Master without any reason. 

Such a person who did not care about his own reputation was despised. 

Moreover, it was not the first time that Pupil Master had provoked Star Palace. Jian Wushuang had read 

that during his time in the three battlefields, Pupil Master had attacked experts from Star Palace several 

times, he had even made Star Palace suffer a setback and paid a great price. 

However, because Pupil Master was strong and had the protection of the Supreme True Treasure 

Armor, Star Palace had been unable to do anything to him. They could only be angry but did not dare to 

say anything. Unexpectedly, Pupil Master had become even worse. This time in the Red Cloud World, he 

also targeted Master Guchi, almost causing Star Palace to lose one of its two experts at the pinnacle of 

the six realm. 



After repeatedly bullying Star Palace, Jian Wushuang now had the ability to teach Pupil Master a deep 

lesson. 

Even if he could not kill him, he had to at least let Pupil Master remember this lesson. In the Red Cloud 

World, including when he was adventuring on the three battlefields, he would have some scruples when 

he encountered experts from Star Palace, he did not dare to kill them recklessly. 

Jian Wushuang unleashed his full strength. 

Although he had fought Pupil Master before, he had never used the power of the will given by the 

universe principles, nor had he used his swordsmanship at full strength. 

But now, Jian Wushuang’s full strength could only be described as valiant or terrifying. 

His divine power was shockingly powerful. 

His swordsmanship was even more mysterious. Each of his sword contained an extremely rich sword 

principle universe origin. 

Although Pupil Master also used his full strength, he was completely crushed by Jian Wushuang in a 

fight. 

It was one-sided! 

Anyone with a discerning eye could see that Pupil Master was no match for Jian Wushuang. 

“He’s too strong. His combat strength is too strong!” 

“His divine power is definitely at the Advanced Ruler level. He’s stronger than ordinary Advanced Rulers, 

so he’s naturally much stronger than me.” 

“His swordsmanship is even more terrifying. His understanding of sword principle is much higher than all 

the sword principle experts I’ve met. Sword principle origin. Yes, he has already stepped into the sword 

principle universe origin, and every move he makes contains a rich sword principle universe origin. His 

swordsmanship is not only extremely powerful, but also extremely profound. It’s not something I can 

compare to.” 

The power of the divine power was comparable to that of a superior Ruler, and in his opinion, even a 

superior Ruler might not be as good as Jian Wushuang’s understanding of sword principle. This resulted 

in Jian Wushuang’s terrifying strength, he was definitely the best among the superior Rulers. 

Pupil Master was completely unable to contend with him. 

“It’s better to leave first.” 

After a short exchange of blows, Pupil Master was completely shocked by Jian Wushuang’s strength. 

Naturally, he had no intention to continue fighting with Jian Wushuang. 

Although Jian Wushuang had something that made him extremely desperate for a special treasure, with 

his current strength, it was definitely not something he could get. 

He could only leave first and then think of other ways. 



Pupil Master wanted to leave, but Jian Wushuang did not intend to let him leave. 

“Magic Sand Domain!” 

Jian Wushuang waved his hand, and instantly, endless black sand rolled up crazily. In the blink of an eye, 

it formed a huge black sand sea that covered the entire heaven and earth void. 

Pupil Master’s figure was also covered by the black sand sea. 

“A Domain Type True Treasure? Judging from its aura, it’s a Pinnacle Domain Type True Treasure!” Pupil 

Master was shocked. 

Domain Type True Treasures were extremely precious among the many True Treasures of the same 

level. 

As for a Pinnacle Domain Type True Treasure, its value was not much lower than a Supreme True 

Treasure. 

Although he was a Ruler, and for some special reasons, he had accumulated two Supreme True 

Treasures over a long period of time. One was an attack type True Treasure, and the other was a 

Supreme True Treasure Armor. However, a Pinnacle Domain Type True Treasure…he did not have one. 

However, he did not expect that Jian Wushuang, a Principles Master, not only had a supreme offensive 

weapon, but he also had a Pinnacle Domain Type True Treasure? 

What Pupil Master did not know was that although Jian Wushuang was a Principles Master, he had killed 

three Rulers in the Divine Beginning Realm. The three Rulers were all from the second-level Star World, 

Devil Cloud Star. They were all extraordinary, Jian Wushuang had obtained this Pinnacle Domain Type 

True Treasure from one of the Rulers. It was a ring called the Devil Sand Ring. 

Jian Wushuang had long recognized the Devil Sand Ring as his master. Now, when he used it, it instantly 

formed a huge devil sand ocean that suppressed everything. 

When Pupil Master was trapped in the devil sand ocean, he was immediately suppressed. His speed was 

greatly reduced, and his overall strength was greatly suppressed. 

“Blood Sword Master, I’m leaving. Don’t go too far!” Pupil Master could feel the suppression of the 

surrounding sea of devil sand, and he could not help being shocked and angry. 

“Go too far?” Jian Wushuang smiled coldly. “I’ve already said that if you don’t hand over three Pinnacle 

True Treasures to make amends, you won’t be able to leave so easily!” 

… 

Chapter 3732: Escaped? 

“Kill!” 

Relying on the suppression of the Magic Sand Realm, Jian Wushuang came to the front of the Pupil 

Master again. The fierce sword light continued to crush the Pupil Master with an unstoppable 

momentum. 



The Pupil Master could only barely resist, but it became more and more difficult. 

Under the suppression of the Magic Sand Realm, it was obviously impossible for him to escape from Jian 

Wushuang by normal means. 

“Blood Sword Master, you win this time. I’ll remember you.” 

Pupil Master gritted his teeth and shouted, and then his Qi and blood suddenly surged. 

Boom! Pupil Master’s divine body was bulging, but the divine power aura emitted from his body was 

obviously weakened. 

Swish! 

A burst of blood light burst out, leaving a trail of blood shadows in the void. The Pupil Master rushed out 

of the area of the magic sand domain and soon disappeared from Jian Wushuang’s sight. 

“Did he escape?” 

Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes, but he was not surprised. 

He knew very well that it was impossible for him to kill the Pupil Master alone since his strength had 

reached the level of the Pupil Master. The Pupil Master had been acting recklessly in this Star Field for so 

many years and had offended countless experts, however, he was still alive and well, so he naturally had 

a life-saving trump card. 

It was obvious that Pupil Master had used a life-saving secret skill and left this time. 

“It’s not bad to be able to force him to use a life-saving secret skill,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

The many Principles Masters watching the battle around them sighed when they saw Pupil Master turn 

into a bloody light and leave. 

“He escaped. Pupil Master actually used a life-saving secret technique to escape?” 

“Tsk tsk, a mighty Ruler, and an extremely powerful Ruler at that. But today, he’s facing a Principles 

Master, yet he can only use a life-saving secret technique to escape? Isn’t this a little too laughable?” 

“Indeed. In this battle, Pupil Master has indeed lost a lot of face. As for Blood Sword Master, with his 

realm as a Principles Master, he directly suppressed Pupil Master and forced him to use a life-saving 

secret technique to escape. This battle record is enough to look down on this Star Field.” 

“From today on, Blood Sword Master’s reputation will reach a new peak.” 

Many Principles Masters around the battlefield were staring at Jian Wushuang. 

There was not only shock and awe in their eyes, but also a hint of admiration. 

They were Principles Masters. They were usually respectful when they saw the Ruler, but Blood Sword 

Master was able to defeat him and force him to use his life-saving secret skill to escape. How could they 

not admire him? 



In the center of the battlefield, Jian Wushuang had already put the Netherworld Divine Sword back into 

its sheath. Elder Dark Bone and Master Guchi had also walked toward him. 

“Haha, Heavenly Sword Marquis, you really surprised me today.” Elder Dark Bone had a bright smile on 

his face, and his small eyes were slightly narrowed with a strange look, “Although I’m also a Principles 

Master, I can only rely on some special means to protect myself when facing a Ruler, but you can kill a 

Ruler and force him to use a life-saving secret skill to escape.” 

“Tsk tsk, amazing, amazing!” 

Even Elder Dark Bone could not help but praise him. 

“Elder Dark Bone is too polite. In fact, I’m not much stronger than Pupil Master. He also has the 

protection of the Supreme True Treasure Armor. Even if he doesn’t escape and continues to fight with 

me, I won’t be able to kill him,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

“That’s true, but you’re still very impressive,” Elder Dark Bone said. 

“Yes, for a Principles Master to be able to do this, I’m afraid you’re the First Blood Sword Master in the 

history of this Star Field,” Master Guchi could not help but say. 

“The first person in history?” Jian Wushuang shook his head. 

Others might not know, but he knew very well. 

When his Master Xuan Yi was a Principles Master, his battle strength was comparable to that of a 

superior Ruler with the Heaven Suppression Tablet. 

His current battle strength was considered relatively strong among Advanced Rulers, but it was still 

inferior to that of a superior Ruler. 

“Elder Dark Bone, thank you for your help this time. If you hadn’t stopped Pupil Master in time, I’m 

afraid that Master Guchi would have died at Pupil Master’s hands. By the time I arrived, Pupil Master 

would have already gotten the treasure and left,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Haha, it’s nothing. Besides, I also got a top-tier Supreme Treasure Armor from Pupil Master. It’s a great 

reward,” Elder Dark Bone said with a casual smile. 

Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. 

Jian Wushuang knew a little about Elder Dark Bone. Although he was not from Star Palace, he came 

from the Divine Beginning Realm. 

Moreover, he also knew the ultimate secret of the Divine Beginning Realm. Therefore, Elder Dark Bone 

was on the same side as Star Palace and Jian Wushuang. 

Because of this, Elder Dark Bone had helped him several times in the Divine Beginning Realm. 

This time in the Red Cloud World, when Elder Dark Bone saw that Master Guchi of Star Palace was 

threatened, he directly helped him. 



“By the way, Elder Dark Bone, are you wandering alone in the Red Cloud World? Where is Life Fall 

King?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

Life Fall King was the Ruler Jian Wushuang had met in the Divine Beginning Realm. He was Elder Dark 

Bone’s good friend and had met Jian Wushuang once. 

“Life fall also came to the Red Cloud World, but you know that there are seven continents in the Red 

Cloud World. Although I entered the Red Cloud World at the same time with him, we have already 

separated. He is now wandering on the First Continent, and I am on the Third Continent,” Elder Dark 

Bone said. 

“Is that so?” Jian Wushuang understood. 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis, do you think that Pupil Master’s behavior is a bit strange?” Elder Dark Bone 

suddenly asked. 

“Strange?” Jian Wushuang frowned, he said subconsciously, “Pupil Master is famous for being 

shameless and unreasonable in this Star Field. He only cares about profit. When he saw that Master 

Guchi had obtained a top-tier Domain Type True Treasure, he became greedy and directly seized it. It 

doesn’t seem wrong.” 

Pupil Master had been in the three battlefields for many years, and there had been many cases where 

he had attacked Principles Master because of a treasure. It seemed normal for him to attack Master 

Guchi this time. 

“I just thought that he was too straightforward when he gave me that top-tier True Treasure armor,” 

Elder Dark Bone said, “but maybe it was because he took a fancy to Master Guchi’s purifying fire array 

that he gave me a top-tier True Treasure armor so readily.” He did not continue to dwell on this issue. 

“Heavenly Marquis Sword, I’ll take my leave now that things are settled.” 

Elder Dark Bone quickly bade Jian Wushuang farewell and left. 

... 

Chapter 3733: Was Sensational 

After Elder Dark Bone left, only Jian Wushuang and Master Guchi remained in the void of the battlefield. 

“Guchi, thank you for saving my life, Master Blood Sword!” Master Guchi said gratefully. 

“You’re the Principles Master of Star Palace, so it’s my duty to save you.” Jian Wushuang waved his 

hand. “But Master Guchi, I’m not too far away from you this time, and Elder Dark Bone helped you along 

the way. That’s why you were able to hold on until I arrived. But if I encounter such a crisis again, I might 

not be able to make it.” 

“So you must be careful in the Red Cloud World from now on. After all, there are many Rulers here. 

Although you have the battle strength of the Ultimate Six Realms and the protection of the fire-

cleansing formation, a Ruler-level expert can still kill you with his full strength. If you die, Star Palace will 

lose one less expert of the ultimate six realms. This loss is no small matter.” 



“I understand.” Master Guchi nodded heavily. 

He was indeed a little too confident in the beginning. To be exact, he had underestimated a Ruler. 

He thought that with the protection of the net fire array, even a Ruler-level great being might not be 

able to kill him. That was why when Pupil Master had rushed over and asked him to hand over that top-

tier Domain Type True Treasure, he had been selfish, he did not want to hand it over. 

But in the end, he almost died. 

If he had handed over the supreme Domain Type True Treasure honestly from the beginning, there 

might not have been anything that would have happened. 

Of course, this was also because they did not know Pupil Master’s true intentions. 

“In short, it’s best to be careful. A True Treasure is important, but your life is much more valuable than a 

True Treasure,” Jian Wushuang reminded before leaving. 

After Jian Wushuang left, the numerous Principles Masters who had been surrounding the battlefield 

also left. 

After they left, the Principles Masters immediately reported the battle they had just witnessed to their 

respective forces, the astral world, or their good friends. 

The news spread like wildfire. It did not take long for the experts in the Star Field to learn about the 

shocking battle. 

For a moment, countless great beings in this Star Field were shocked. 

There was nothing they could do. This battle was too shocking. 

It could even be said that it was unbelievable. 

Who was the Pupil Master? 

He was a supreme being who had dominated this Star Field and made many great beings from various 

powers suffer losses. He could be said to have been dominating this Star Field. 

His power could not be said to be too powerful among Rulers. After all, he could not be said to be a true 

senior Ruler. However, the key point was that he had many True Treasures and many means. 

He had a Supreme True Treasure that could attack godly weapons, and he had a Supreme True Treasure 

Armor that could protect his body. That alone was enough to make senior Rulers unable to do anything 

to him. 

There had been more than one senior Ruler who had attacked him not to kill him, but just to teach him a 

lesson. However, those senior Rulers could not do it. 

Even senior Rulers could not hurt him. 

Only a superior Ruler was qualified to make Pupil Master bow his head, but he could only bow his head. 

If a superior Ruler had come to kill him personally, he might not have been able to kill him. 



However, this time, such an exceptional figure had suffered a great setback. 

He had fallen at the hands of Jian Wushuang, a mere Principles Master! 

The dignified Pupil Master had been completely crushed by Jian Wushuang in a head-on fight. Jian 

Wushuang had even defeated Pupil Master’s attack with a single sword strike, causing him to vomit 

blood at the same time. 

In the end, Pupil Master was forced to use his life-saving secret skill and escape in a sorry state. 

What kind of strength was this? 

“Advanced Ruler, Blood Sword Master has the battle strength of an Advanced Ruler at least!” 

“Advanced Ruler is for sure. It seems that his battle strength is very strong even among Advanced 

Rulers, and he is one of the top ones. Only in this way can he make Pupil Master, who has the Supreme 

True Treasure Armor, vomit blood in a head-on fight.” 

“What is going on with this Blood Sword Master? Isn’t he a Principles Master? How can he be so 

powerful?” 

“He is indeed only at the level of a Principles Master. There is no doubt about that. As for why his 

combat power is so powerful, we do not know. However, if nothing goes wrong, it may be related to the 

special opportunity he had in the life and death region.” 

“Right. This Blood Sword Master was not very famous at first, and he was not very strong among the 

Principles Masters. However, because he had stayed in the Life and Death Realm for nearly 100,000 

years, after he came out, he defeated five ultimate experts of the six states by himself and became the 

strongest among the Principles Masters in this star area. However, only 10,000 years have passed, and 

his combat strength is already comparable to that of a senior Ruler. There is no doubt that he must have 

obtained an incredible opportunity in the Life and Death Realm.” 

“The question is, what did he gain in the Life and Death Realm?” 

“Who knows? In short, after this battle, we can no longer treat Blood Sword Master as a Principles 

Master. We must treat him as a Ruler, or even an Advanced Ruler.” 

Countless experts in the Star Field were shocked by Jian Wushuang’s astonishing strength. 

Countless experts were shocked by Jian Wushuang’s battle record. 

Countless experts were discussing this matter crazily, discussing Jian Wushuang. 

The name Blood Sword Master had once again shocked the entire Star Field after more than 10,000 

years. 

The difference was that his battle record this time was far more brilliant than the last time, so the shock 

he caused was naturally greater. 

… 

Within the Red Cloud World. 



“Haha, Heavenly Marquis Sword, congratulations. This time, you have truly made a name for yourself in 

this Star Field.” The Heaven-cleaving Alliance Master laughed out loud as he sent a message over. 

“My young friend Heavenly Marquis has long made a name for himself in this Star Field. However, the 

commotion he caused this time was even greater and the commotion was even greater. A Ruler of 

Principles actually killed that eye lord and forced him to flee with his head in his hands. By now, all the 

Rulers in this Star Field probably already know of your existence. Furthermore, they will all remember 

you. In the future, they will definitely not dare to underestimate you in the slightest.” 

“Well, I was a Ruler in the three battlefields, and now he has sent me a message to ask about you,” 

Temporal Temple Master said. 

Jian Wushuang only smiled when he received the message from the Heaven-cleaving Alliance Master 

and Temporal Temple Master. 

He knew that if he made a move, it would cause a stir in the Star Field. He had been prepared for this. 

“It’s a pity. I had planned to fight for the Supreme True Treasure the next time I encountered it. This 

way, I might be able to gain the upper hand and catch the masters who fought with me off guard. Who 

knew that I would encounter a Pupil Master and expose my strength in advance?” Jian Wushuang 

sighed, but he did not care too much about it. 

… 

Chapter 3734: Perfection 

If he was exposed, so be it. It was just a loss of opportunity for him. It was not a big deal. 

The only regret was that even though Pupil Master had suffered a setback this time, he had only lost 

some face and a top-tier True Treasure armor. This loss was nothing to Pupil Master, it was not enough 

to make him feel sorry for him. He probably would not be too afraid of him. 

If Pupil Master did not fear him this time, it was inevitable that he would not seek revenge in the future. 

Although Jian Wushuang did not care about Pupil Master’s Revenge, Star Palace did. 

He shook his head and did not think much about it. 

“My young friend, are you still planning to meditate in front of the Sword Stone?” Temporal Temple 

Master suddenly asked. 

“Yes.” Jian Wushuang nodded. “The Sword Stone contains extremely exquisite swordsmanship, but I’m 

very helpful.” 

“In that case, continue to meditate. If there is a Supreme Treasure in the Red Cloud World, we will 

inform you,” Temporal Temple Master said. 

“Okay,” Jian Wushuang replied. 

It did not take long for Jian Wushuang to return to the front of the Sword Stone. 



Because he had left, the position that was closest to the Sword Stone had been occupied by someone 

else. However, Jian Wushuang’s strength was there. As soon as he showed up, the person immediately 

stepped aside, Jian Wushuang sat down cross-legged in front of the Sword Stone and continued to 

meditate on the fourth sword skill. 

In a flash, 3,000 years had passed. 

During these 3,000 years, there were naturally countless Supreme Treasures in the Red Cloud World. 

Even the strongest Supreme Treasure had been born three times. 

However, these three Supreme Treasures were only offensive divine weapons. In the end, they were 

obtained by three different Rulers. 

As for the Temporal Temple Master and the Heaven-cleaving Alliance Master, in these 3,000 years, each 

of them had obtained one Supreme Treasure, but they did not obtain the strongest Supreme Treasure. 

This was also due to their bad luck. Out of the three Supreme True Treasures that had been born, only 

one had been born on the Sixth Continent where Heaven-cleaving Alliance Master was located. 

However, the location of the birth was extremely far away from where Heaven-cleaving Alliance Master 

was located. However, when Heaven-cleaving Alliance Master arrived…that Supreme True Treasure had 

already fallen into the hands of an extremely powerful senior Ruler. Naturally, Heaven-cleaving Alliance 

Master was unable to continue fighting over it. 

During the past 3,000 years, the Third Continent had been relatively calm. No Supreme True Treasure 

had been born. Only a Pinnacle True Treasure had been born, which had led to fierce fights, however, it 

had not reached the stage where a Ruler expert had to fight to the death. 

As for Jian Wushuang, he had been staying in front of the Sword Stone for the past 3,000 years. He had 

been studying and comprehending the fourth sword skill contained in the Sword Stone, so as to perfect 

the move, ‘Earth Guard’. 

Over the past 3,000 years of comprehension, his understanding of sword principle had reached a higher 

level, and he could activate more universe origin of sword principle. Most importantly, the move, Earth 

Guard, had reached its limit under his continuous improvement, finally, it had reached its limit. 

“Almost there.” 

Under the Sword Stone, Jian Wushuang’s eyes had opened again. 

“Over the past 3,000 years of comprehension and countless deductions in my mind, I have already 

perfected the move, Earth Guard, to the limit that I can reach now. Even if the sword skill contained in 

the Sword Stone is still unfathomable to me, I can’t continue to improve it,” Jian Wushuang thought to 

himself. 

He had indeed reached the limit of the Earth Guard. 

If he wanted to improve further, it would be difficult to comprehend the sword skill in the Sword Stone. 

He had to improve his understanding of the sword principle first. As his understanding of the sword 

principle became higher and higher, that move…could continue to be improved. 



However, Jian Wushuang’s understanding of the sword principle was already very high and had long 

surpassed the level of an ordinary Ruler. 

With this foundation, he could deduce the protective swordsmanship of Earth Guard to the extreme. 

What kind of defensive ability would this move have? 

Jian Wushuang did not know, but he had a bottom line. At the very least, an ordinary elementary or 

even Advanced Ruler would not be able to defeat his swordsmanship. 

As for whether a superior Ruler would be able to defeat him, he did not know. 

“Before, although my swordsmanship was not bad, I was good at offensive swordsmanship. If I met an 

expert with similar strength, my swordsmanship would have an advantage. But if I met an expert whose 

strength was far greater than mine, my offensive swordsmanship would be useless.” 

“But now...with the Earth Guard, even if I met an expert whose strength was far greater than mine, it 

would not be so easy for him to completely crush me.” Jian Wushuang smiled faintly. 

After more than 3,000 years of meditation under the Sword Stone, his strength did not seem to have 

improved much. However, in fact, after more than 3,000 years of meditation, he had perfected the 

Earth Guard, this made his swordsmanship much more perfect than before. 

In the future, his swordsmanship could be both offensive and defensive. Whether he met someone with 

similar strength or an expert whose strength was far stronger than his, he could deal with them. 

This kind of gain was much more difficult than his improvement in strength. 

“I have to thank the person who left the words on the Sword Stone.” Jian Wushuang looked at the 

Sword Stone in front of him. 

The four huge golden words on the Sword Stone emitted an extremely ancient and special aura. Each of 

the four golden words contained a profound sword skill. 

Over the past 3,000 years, Jian Wushuang had only comprehended one of them, which was the body-

protecting sword skill. 

In fact, the other three offensive sword skills were also very impressive. Unfortunately, Jian Wushuang 

did not intend to continue comprehending them. 

“I have comprehended under the Sword Stone for so many years, and I have already gained a lot. I 

should be satisfied. After all, the Red Cloud World has only opened once for 10,000 years. In the 

remaining time, I still have to explore the Red Cloud World,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

If he was in the outside world, he would not mind continuing to meditate under the condition that he 

had enough time. 

However, he was in the Red Cloud World after all. There were many opportunities in the Red Cloud 

World, not just the Sword Stone. 

Naturally, Jian Wushuang could not spend all his time meditating on the sword skill in the Sword Stone. 

“Let’s go!” 



Jian Wushuang stood up, took one last look at the Sword Stone, and then planned to turn around and 

leave. 

But just as he turned around… 

Buzz! 

A majestic Supreme Treasure aura suddenly burst out from the surrounding void. 

This Supreme Treasure aura was extremely powerful, and it swept in all directions almost in an instant. 

The vast world began to tremble in an instant. 

Chapter 3735: The Strongest Flight Type 

The sudden burst of the True Treasure’s aura naturally attracted Jian Wushuang and the nearly 100 

Principles Masters who were comprehending sword principle in front of the Sword Stone. 

Immediately, the over 100 Principles Masters stood up. 

Jian Wushuang also raised his head and looked at the source of the True Treasure’s aura. 

It was very close to where he was. Very close! 

As he released his soul power wantonly, it instantly covered an area of 100,000 miles. Less than 50,000 

miles in front of him, the source of the True Treasure aura was there, Jian Wushuang saw a huge blood-

colored vortex appearing in the center of the Earth. In the middle of the blood-colored vortex, a pair of 

pitch-black, cold wings slowly extended out. 

“Wings? A Flight Type True Treasure?” 

“And this aura...” 

Even Jian Wushuang could not suppress the shock and joy in his heart when he felt the aura of the True 

Treasure emitted by the black wings and the great commotion around him. 

Whoosh! 

Without hesitation, Jian Wushuang immediately rushed toward the location of the black wings at his 

fastest speed. 

At the same time, the hundreds of Principles Masters who had been comprehending sword principle in 

front of the Sword Stone also rushed toward the black wings like wasps. 

However, Jian Wushuang was much faster than the ordinary Principles Masters. Soon, he arrived at the 

void around the giant blood vortex. 

He was also the first person to arrive here. 

Standing in the void around the blood-red vortex, Jian Wushuang’s eyes were like lightning. He stared at 

the black wings that were slowly breaking out of the blood-red vortex, and his body trembled with 

excitement. 

“It’s indeed the strongest Supreme Treasure!” 



Jian Wushuang clenched his hands. 

The strongest Universe Supreme Treasure, and it was a flight type Supreme Treasure such as wings? 

Among all the universe True Treasures, due to the different functions of each type, the value of this True 

Treasure was naturally different. 

Among them, the supreme universe True Treasure was, without a doubt, enough to cause the Rulers to 

go crazy for it. 

And a supreme universe True Treasure armor was enough to drive the Rulers crazy and make them 

throw caution to the wind! 

But now, the black wings that appeared in front of Jian Wushuang, which were breaking free from the 

blood-colored whirlpool, was clearly a Supreme Flight Type True Treasure! 

Flight Type…in terms of value, it was even higher than the Supreme Treasure Armor. It was completely 

comparable to the most powerful Domain Type Supreme Treasure. 

If such a Supreme Treasure was not born in the Red Cloud World, but in other parts of the Star Field, it 

would cause a stir in the entire Star Field! 

“I am the first person to come to the vicinity of the black wing, but unfortunately, the wing has not been 

fully born yet.” Jian Wushuang frowned slightly. 

In the Red Cloud World, it took a certain amount of time for a Supreme Treasure to be born. Jian 

Wushuang knew this very well. 

As the most powerful flying Supreme Treasure, the black wings would be born even longer. 

Although he was the first to arrive here, it would not take long for a large number of experts to arrive. 

“No matter what, I must find a way to get the wings.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes were burning, and he 

immediately took out his messaging token. 

“Heaven-cleaving and Temporal, I have the strongest Flight Type Supreme Treasure. It’s around me. I’m 

the first to arrive at the scene,” Jian Wushuang sent a message. 

“What?” 

“The strongest Flight Type Supreme Treasure?” 

Heaven-cleaving Alliance Master and Temporal Temple Master were immediately shocked. 

After the shock, there was an unprecedented ecstasy. 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis, this strongest Flight Type Supreme Treasure is much more precious than the 

strongest Supreme Treasure Armor. If you can get it, then our trip in the Red Cloud World will be 

worthwhile. So, you must find a way to get it,” Heaven-cleaving Alliance Master said excitedly. 

“Yes, a Supreme Flight Type True Treasure is too important. If you have one in the future, your life-

saving ability will definitely be upgraded to a whole new level. Even if the original body of Devil Cloud 



Star Master arrives personally in the future, he might not be able to kill you.” Temporal Temple Master 

was also extremely excited. 

“I know, but this Flight Type Supreme True Treasure is so precious. The competition for it will definitely 

be fierce. I don’t know if I can get my hands on it,” Jian Wushuang said in a low voice. 

It was not because he was not confident. 

It was because the Supreme Flight Type True Treasure was so precious that even Rulers would lose their 

minds, let alone Principles Masters. 

Moreover, the birth of the Supreme Flight Type True Treasure would take a long time, and it would 

attract more experts. Even Rulers on the Third Continent would be alarmed. In such an environment…it 

was not easy to get his hands on the most powerful flight-type True Treasure. 

Besides, even if he was lucky enough to get his hands on the most powerful flight-type True Treasure, it 

would still be a problem for him to keep it. 

“No matter what, you should think of a way to get your hands on the most powerful flight-type True 

Treasure first. I will rush to the Third Continent with Zhan Tian as fast as possible. Zhan Tian is far away 

from you, so it might take some time, but I can get there in half a day,” Temporal Temple Master said 

seriously. 

“Okay.” Jian Wushuang nodded heavily. 

Jian Wushuang knew how Temporal Temple Master worked. If he was with him, it would be much easier 

for him to escape and save his life. 

Of course, all of this was just empty talk. After all, the black wings had not been born yet, and he had not 

gotten his hands on them yet. 

At that moment, attracted by the appearance of the black wings, more than 200 great beings had 

rushed to the surroundings of the blood-red whirlpool. 

The main reason was that the place where the black wings had been born was too close to the Sword 

Stone. The appearance of the black wings had spread the news, and almost all of the 100 Principles 

Masters under the Sword Stone had arrived. 

When they arrived, they naturally saw the level of the black wings. 

“A Supreme True Treasure! This aura is definitely a Supreme True Treasure!” 

“Black wings! This is a Supreme Flight Type True Treasure!” 

“A Supreme True Treasure? And it’s an extremely rare Flight Type True Treasure! Oh my God!” 

Around the blood-red whirlpool, the eyes of the more than 200 Principles Masters turned red. 

Under those red eyes, they were filled with desire and madness. 

At the same time, these Principles Masters immediately passed on this matter to the experts on the 

Third Continent who could arrive at the fastest speed. 



For a time, the entire Third Continent, and even the entire Red Cloud World, were completely shaken. 

… 

Chapter 3736: Tyrant Axe 

Supreme True Treasures were precious to begin with. 

Supreme Flight Type True Treasures were enough to make people go crazy. 

After hearing that a Supreme Flight Type True Treasure had been born, many great beings on the Third 

Continent went crazy. Countless great beings, including those Rulers who were adventuring on the Third 

Continent, rushed over at the fastest speed, regardless of whether they were far from the place of birth 

or close to it, regardless of whether they were close or far away from the place of birth. 

For a time, the location of the blood-red vortex became the focus of the entire Red Cloud World. 

“The speed of the emergence of the black wings is too slow.” 

Although Jian Wushuang was the first to arrive at the place of birth, as time passed, when two-thirds of 

the black wings broke free from the blood-red vortex, there were already more than 500 experts 

gathered around. 

More than 500 people, although they were all Principles Masters, could not pose a threat to Jian 

Wushuang. However, the number of them could not be completely ignored by Jian Wushuang. 

Moreover, the black wings still had not fully emerged. There was still an endless stream of experts 

arriving from all directions. 

Although Jian Wushuang was only a Principles Master, he was undoubtedly the focus of attention of all 

the Principles Masters present. 

“It’s Blood Sword Master!” 

“Damn it, Blood Sword Master is actually here. Now it’s going to be very difficult for us to fight for the 

black wings.” 

“Humph, even if Blood Sword Master is as powerful as a Ruler, it won’t be so easy for him to get the 

black wings later.” 

Many strange gazes swept over Jian Wushuang from time to time. 

There were more than 500 Principles Masters present. Some were strong and some were weak. There 

were also a few who had reached the pinnacle of the six realm. 

However, everyone knew that Jian Wushuang was the most terrifying of them all. When the black wings 

fully emerged, fighting over them would be the greatest threat to these Principles Masters. 

“These Principles Masters are all very wary of me.” Jian Wushuang sensed the gazes around him and 

could not help narrowing his eyes. 

He had no choice. His previous battle with Pupil Master had made him famous. 



Now everyone knew that his battle strength was comparable to that of a Ruler, or even an Advanced 

Ruler. It was definitely not something that an ordinary Principles Master could compare to. 

Since everyone present was only a Principles Master and no Ruler was present, he was naturally the 

most eye-catching one. 

“It will take some time before the emergence of the wings. Although more experts will arrive during this 

time, I’m confident that I can obtain the black wings if only a Principles Master arrives and not a Ruler-

level expert. I’m afraid that a Ruler will arrive.” Jian Wushuang frowned. 

Jian Wushuang was not worried about the number of Principles Masters unless they were like the Blood 

Saber Emperor, who could unleash the strength of an ordinary Ruler in a short period of time. 

These Principles Masters would not be able to stop him now. 

However, it would be different if a Ruler-level expert was present. 

“Huh?” 

Jian Wushuang’s expression suddenly changed. “Damn it, what I’m afraid of comes true.” 

Jian Wushuang raised his head and looked to the side. His soul power had already sensed an extremely 

powerful aura and was rushing over at a terrifying speed. 

In just an instant, he appeared around the blood-colored vortex and a golden figure slowly appeared. 

It was a tall man wearing golden armor, boots, and carrying a golden axe on his back. 

This tall man’s eyes were long and narrow, and his eyes were suffused with a faint golden light. When he 

arrived near the blood-colored vortex, he glanced at the black wings that were slowly breaking out from 

the core of the blood-colored vortex, and his eyes instantly lit up, a hint of fanaticism appeared on his 

face. 

“Tyrant Axe!” 

“It’s Ruler Tyrant Axe!” 

“He actually came as well.” 

When the surrounding Principles Masters saw this person, they immediately began to stir. 

Many people looked at the golden figure with fear and respect in their eyes. 

Ruler Tyrant Axe was also a famous and powerful Advanced Ruler in this Star Field. He was also the 

leader of a force. 

“I was worried that there would be an expert at the Ruler level here, but now there’s an expert at the 

Advanced Ruler level.” 

Jian Wushuang’s face darkened at the sight of the arrival of the Ruler Tyrant Axe. 

An Advanced Ruler was qualified to stop him. 



He was not confident that he could defeat the well-known Ruler Tyrant Axe in a head-on battle, let 

alone fighting for treasures. 

The reason why the Ruler Tyrant Axe had such a name was that his axe skills were extremely powerful 

and terrifying. 

“It seems that I’m quite lucky. There are six or seven people who live in the Third Continent, and I’m the 

first one to arrive at the place where the flying Supreme True Treasure was born.” Ruler Tyrant Axe’s 

soul power swept through the surrounding void, he did not sense any other Ruler’s aura. 

Although there was no Ruler, there was still one aura that he could not ignore. 

“Is this kid the Blood Sword Master?” The Ruler Tyrant Axe fixed his gaze on Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang looked at him as well. 

Their eyes met, creating a faint electric spark in the void, but that was it. 

The black wings had not yet been born, and there were so many Principles Masters around, so they 

naturally could not fight first. 

“Humph, I heard that Blood Sword Master defeated Pupil Master and forced him to flee. He is quite 

capable, but Pupil Master is only a primary Ruler, but I’m different.” 

“Blood Sword Master, I hope you don’t block my way later, or else...” A sneer appeared on Tyrant Axe’s 

lips. 

He did not know that Jian Wushuang had the same thoughts as him. 

The black wings that were about to break free from the blood-red vortex were the most powerful Flight 

Type True Treasure. Jian Wushuang was determined to obtain it. 

Even if the Tyrant Axe Ruler was present, Jian Wushuang would not be afraid. If the Tyrant Axe Ruler 

stood in his way, Jian Wushuang would fight him to a draw. 

At the bottom of the blood-red vortex, 80-90% of the black wings were already exposed. They were 

about to be completely revealed. 

At this moment, more than 700 Principles Masters had gathered here. Some of them were astonishingly 

famous and powerful, fortunately, other than Ruler Tyrant Axe, there was no other Ruler present. 

Beside the blood-colored vortex, more than 700 experts were staring at the bottom of the vortex, 

staring at the black wings. 

Everyone was waiting for the black wings to come out completely. 

Finally, the last part of the black wings broke out of the blood-red whirlpool, and the entire black wings 

rose up. 

At the same time, the majestic aura of the Supreme True Treasure swept out instantly. 

Chapter 3737: Fight 



“It’s born!” 

More than 700 great beings around the blood-colored whirlpool were shocked when they saw the black 

wings break free from the blood-colored whirlpool. 

Then, sou! Sou! Sou! Sou! Sou! Sou! 

Numerous figures moved almost at the same time. 

“Hurry up and grab it!” 

“The strongest Flight Type Supreme Treasure is mine. I’ll kill anyone who dares to block me!” 

“I’ll risk it all for the wings!” 

More than 700 Principles Masters frantically rushed toward the center of the blood-colored vortex, 

which was the black wings. 

Everyone instantly sped up, hoping that they would be the first to reach the black wings and put them 

into their interspatial rings. 

As for Jian Wushuang and the Ruler Tyrant Axe, they also moved at once. 

Jian Wushuang used the shadowless escape art and burst out with his fastest speed. 

And at the moment he moved... 

“Magic Sand Realm!” 

Jian Wushuang waved his hand, and endless black sand swept up crazily. In the blink of an eye, it formed 

a huge black sand sea that covered the entire heaven and earth void. 

The surrounding void, which was more than 10,000 miles wide, including the bloody whirlpool at the 

center, was covered by the black sand sea. Naturally, it also included the Principles Masters who rushed 

toward the black wings at the first opportunity. 

The terrifying Magic Sand Realm suppressed the speed of all the Principles Masters present. 

“A Pinnacle Domain Type True Treasure!” 

“It’s Blood Sword Master’s Magic Sand Realm!” 

“Damn it, this domain suppression is too strong.” 

The Principles Masters were caught in the Magic Sand Realm, and their speed was greatly reduced. Their 

expressions changed greatly. 

A few Principles Masters took out their Domain Type True Treasures at once, trying to resist the impact 

of the Magic Sand Realm. 

However, the most powerful Principles Masters were only at the pinnacle of the six realm. What True 

Treasures could they have? 



It was already good enough to have a top-tier Domain Type Supreme Treasure, but such a Supreme 

Treasure could not withstand Jian Wushuang’s Magic Sand Realm and was crushed as usual. 

They still could not recover their peak speed. 

However, among the many forces on the field, the only one who was not affected by Jian Wushuang’s 

Magic Sand Realm was the Ruler Tyrant Axe. 

As a Ruler and the leader of a force, the Ruler Tyrant Axe had many True Treasures. Although he only 

had a golden axe in his hand, he had a Pinnacle True Treasure, he had almost all kinds of Pinnacle 

Domain Type True Treasures. 

A vast green sea of fire swept out and formed a green sea of fire around the Ruler Tyrant Axe. The Green 

Sea of Fire released a terrifying aura, it collided with Jian Wushuang’s black quicksand domain, and the 

two collided head-on. For a time, it was impossible to tell who was stronger. 

Because of the protection of the Green Sea of Fire Domain, the Ruler Tyrant Axe was not suppressed at 

all. As a Ruler, his speed was also frighteningly fast. 

At least, he was faster than Jian Wushuang. 

“Oh no!” 

Jian Wushuang’s expression suddenly changed. He also realized that he was not as fast as the Ruler 

Tyrant Axe. 

Now, the two of them rushed toward the black wings from almost the same distance at the same time. 

However, if the Ruler Tyrant Axe was not hindered by anything else, he would definitely arrive before 

the black wings. 

Once the black wings fell into the Ruler Tyrant Axe’s hands, it would be too difficult to get them again. 

“Humph.” 

Jian Wushuang was stunned for a moment, then he unsheathed his Netherworld Divine Sword. 

The ice-cold Black Divine Sword released the aura of the most powerful Supreme Treasure. Jian 

Wushuang instantly unleashed the power of his divine power and used his life divine power and heaven-

cleaving skill. 

Even the power of his will, which was given by the universal principles, was unleashed by Jian Wushuang 

at this moment without holding back. 

“Starfire Burning Sun!” 

A trace of ruthlessness flashed in Jian Wushuang’s eyes. 

Whoosh! A violent sword light slashed through the void in an instant. With a terrifying power, it slashed 

toward the Ruler Tyrant Axe at an even faster speed. 

“You want to block me?” 



The Ruler Tyrant Axe was so domineering that he naturally saw the sword light coming toward him. 

However, a trace of disdain flashed in his eyes. 

The surging divine power instantly soared into the sky. The Ruler Tyrant Axe was almost in front of the 

black wings. He had already stretched out his left hand and was about to put the black wings back into 

his interspatial ring. At this moment, he did not choose to withdraw his hand to block Jian Wushuang’s 

sword. 

Instead, he continued to withdraw the black wings with his left hand, while his right hand instantly 

pulled out the golden axe behind him and swung it toward the sword light. 

Whoosh! 

The terrifying strike caused an ear-piercing sonic boom in the air. 

It was as if heaven and earth could not withstand the power of the axe and were about to be split apart 

by it. 

An Advanced Ruler’s every move was earth-shattering. 

Even though the axe of the Ruler Tyrant Axe was not the strongest, its power was still extremely 

powerful. Logically speaking, it should be able to defeat an elementary Ruler head-on. 

However, Tyrant Axe was facing Jian Wushuang, who had unleashed his strongest power. 

Bang! 

An explosion sounded from a distance, and a terrifying power spread out like a tidal wave. 

Tyrant Axe’s left hand was less than three meters away from the black wings. At such a close distance, 

Tyrant Axe revealed a look of ecstasy. 

He had thought that he was determined to get the black wings. 

But in the end...a terrifying power was transmitted through the giant axe in his hand. 

“What?” 

Ruler Tyrant Axe’s expression changed, and his eyes were filled with shock. 

At that moment, he felt that terrifying power. Not only did that power change the direction of his giant 

axe, but it also immediately struck his divine body, creating an extremely powerful impact force. 

Ruler Tyrant Axe was protected by a Pinnacle True Treasure Armor, and his divine body was extremely 

powerful. Such an impact force could hardly damage his divine body. 

However, although he would not be injured, when such a force hit his body, the impact force still sent 

him flying. 

“No!” 

Ruler Tyrant Axe shouted. 



The black wings were about to fall into his hands, but he was getting farther and farther away from 

them. 

He was pushed back by Jian Wushuang’s sword. Although he was not far away, when he regained his 

balance and intended to continue fighting for them, Jian Wushuang had already appeared in front of the 

black wings, with a wave of his hand, he put the black wings into his interspatial ring. 

“I got it!” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes were also filled with unconcealable excitement and ecstasy. 

… 

Chapter 3738: Sword Rain 

?? 

The black wings had been obtained. Although the fight was still going on, what happened next was much 

easier for Jian Wushuang. 

When the surrounding Principles Masters saw Jian Wushuang put the black wings into his interspatial 

ring, their eyes immediately turned scarlet. 

“The wings have fallen into the hands of Blood Sword Master?” 

“Humph, I don’t care if he’s Blood Sword Master or not. If he dares to snatch the wings, die!” 

“Kill him!” 

The Principles Masters were filled with killing intent. 

Normally, when these Principles Masters saw Jian Wushuang, they would avoid him without hesitation. 

They did not dare to have any more thoughts. 

However, it was different at this moment. These Principles Masters had been blinded by the Supreme 

Flight Type True Treasure. 

Not to mention Jian Wushuang, the Principles Master, who was standing in front of them, they would 

not hesitate to attack even a genuine top-tier master. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

A series of powerful attacks erupted at the same time. 

There were more than 700 Principles Masters around, and at least half of them attacked Jian Wushuang 

directly. 

The attacks were full of saber lights, sword shadows, whips, and mountains. They were all direct attacks. 

Some Principles Masters also used special attack methods or secret skills, such as soul attacks, illusions, 

and the effects of some special secret skills. 

In short, Jian Wushuang had become the focus of everyone’s attacks. 



There were so many attacks coming from all directions that even a Ruler-level expert would not dare to 

underestimate them. Although Jian Wushuang was strong, he could not resist the attacks of so many 

people at the same time. 

Boom! 

A large amount of power hit Jian Wushuang without being hindered. 

Jian Wushuang was covered by the violent power. 

But in just a moment… 

“Humph!” 

With a cold snort and a cold sword light, all the power in front of him was annihilated. Jian Wushuang 

stepped out of the vast power. 

“He’s not dead?” 

“So many of us attacked at the same time, but we failed to kill him. It seems that he hasn’t been 

injured.” 

“So what? Let’s keep attacking. I don’t believe that a mere Principles Master can stop so many of us.” 

The Principles Masters, who were blinded by greed, immediately prepared for the second round. 

However, Jian Wushuang’s eyes suddenly turned cold. 

“You...are courting death!” 

Jian Wushuang’s killing intent surged. He pointed the Netherworld Divine Sword in his right hand toward 

the void in front of him, and vast divine power instantly burst out. 

“Sword rain!” 

Buzz! 

A cold sword shadow flew straight out. It looked very thin, as if it did not have much power. 

However, after it flew out, it suddenly broke into thousands of tiny sword shadows the size of silver 

needles. 

These tiny sword shadows scattered from the top of the void. 

It was as if a sword rain had suddenly appeared between heaven and earth. 

The sword rain was so fast that the Principles Masters in front of Jian Wushuang did not have time to 

react. The tiny sword shadows had already entered their divine bodies. 

The void in front of them suddenly stopped. 

There were more than 80 Principles Masters in the void, but at this moment, their eyes were wide open 

and full of fear. 

The next moment...weng! 



Of these 80 Principles Masters, other than the two strongest ones who were at the pinnacle of the six 

realm, who were still standing there, the rest were silently falling to the ground below. 

They fell to the spot, and actually did not stand up again. 

With one sword strike, nearly 80 Principles Masters died on the spot! 

They were terrified! 

They were shocked! 

All the Principles Masters felt their scalps go numb when they saw this scene. 

They had been rushing toward Jian Wushuang crazily, but at this moment, all the Principles Masters 

stopped moving. 

Although they were blinded by the Supreme Flight Type True Treasure for a short time, they were not 

idiots. 

They would also feel scared. 

The scene before them made their hair stand on end. 

He had killed nearly 80 Principles Masters with just one sword attack? 

What did that mean? 

After all, there were only about 700 Principles Masters, and Jian Wushuang had killed nearly 80 of them 

with one sword attack. Did that mean that he could kill almost all of them with just 10 sword attacks? 

“How, how is this possible?” 

“The power of one strike is so terrifying!” 

“Monster, Blood Sword Master is a monster. How could we try to snatch the treasure from him? Are we 

courting death?” 

The Principles Masters’ heads were buzzing, and their madness and desire for the strongest Flight Type 

True Treasure was gradually suppressed by their reason. 

True, True Treasures were good, but they had to be alive to take them. 

Jian Wushuang naturally noticed the changes in the eyes and expressions of the Principles Masters 

around him. He could see that they had been shocked by his sword attack. 

Seeing this, Jian Wushuang felt relieved. 

Although these Principles Masters were hardly a threat to him. 

If he had slaughtered them without restraint, he could have easily killed all of them with the sword rain 

move. 

But if he had done so, he would have offended too many people. 



There were more than 700 Principles Masters. These Principles Masters came from various forces, Star 

Worlds, and some big forces. If he slaughtered them all at once, he would immediately become the 

common enemy of this Star Field. 

Although he was not afraid, he would implicate the Star Palace. 

Now, these Principles Masters were all intimidated by his sword and did not want to fight for it 

anymore. That was naturally the best. 

“Fortunately, when I was meditating under the Heaven Suppression Tablet, I thought that I might face a 

siege in the future, so I created the sword rain move. Otherwise, if I used other sword skills, even if they 

were more powerful, they would not be as powerful as they are now,” Jian Wushuang muttered. 

The first move of sword rain was created when he was meditating under the Heaven Suppression Tablet. 

This move was not too mysterious. The reason why it could kill nearly 80 Principles Masters at one time 

was that Jian Wushuang’s comprehension of sword principle was too high and his divine power was too 

strong, these Principles Masters with average strength could hardly survive the sword rain. 

But those who were strong, like the two pinnacle of the six realm, could still survive this move. 

Chapter 3739: Suppression Formation 

Jian Wushuang had killed nearly 80 Principles Masters with a sword rain. He had stunned all the 

Principles Masters present. 

Of course, this did not include the Ruler Tyrant Axe. 

“Boy, hand over your wings!” 

With an angry roar, the golden-armored Ruler Tyrant Axe held the huge golden axe in one hand, but his 

entire body suddenly expanded. 

The Ruler Tyrant Axe, who was only the size of a normal human and could only be considered tall, 

suddenly turned into a 10-meter-tall golden giant. The golden giant emitted a monstrous aura, and his 

killing intent soared to the sky, he was like a slaughter demon god who had walked out of hell. 

He took a series of steps, each step heavily trampling on the void. If it were in the void in the outside 

world, the terrifying power would have immediately exploded. 

In just a few steps, the Golden Demonic God formed by the Tyrant Axe Ruler appeared in front of Jian 

Wushuang. The giant golden axe in his hand slashed down in a mighty and furious manner. 

Whoosh! 

The giant golden axe shadow seemed to split the heaven and earth into two, 

the suffocating and terrifying aura emitted from the golden axe shadow caused the surrounding 

Principles Masters to change their expressions. 

Jian Wushuang’s expression also darkened. 

He could ignore all the Principles Masters present, but he did not dare to ignore the Ruler Tyrant Axe. 



After all, he was a genuine and extremely powerful Advanced Ruler. 

“Humph!” 

Jian Wushuang snorted and instantly displayed his life divine power and heaven-cleaving skill. 

The power of the will given by the universe principles was also unleashed to the maximum. 

“Starfire Burning Sun!” 

The sword light that was filled with endless violence slashed out in an instant, colliding head-on with the 

huge golden axe shadow that was slashing over. 

There was a loud clang, and the world shook. 

The Principles Masters who were watching the battle felt a piercing pain in their ears. At the same time, 

the terrifying power swept over from the place where the two powers collided. 

Hua la...endless godly power destroyed everything in the surroundings as easily as breaking dry weeds. 

Among them, a few Principles Masters who were relatively close to it were affected by this terrifying 

godly power because they could not dodge in time, in almost an instant, their godly bodies were 

destroyed and disappeared from the world. 

This scene caused everyone to suck in a breath of cold air. 

“Retreat! Quickly retreat!” 

“Just the aftershock alone can easily annihilate a void six level Principles Master. Just how terrifying is 

this power?” 

“It’s too terrifying. A high level Ruler level fierce battle isn’t something we can interfere with.” 

The surrounding Principles Masters all retreated to a distance away from the battlefield. 

Even though they still harbored great ambitions toward the black wings, they did not dare to barge into 

this terrifying battlefield even if they were beaten to death. 

After all, treasures were not as important as life. 

And in the center of the battlefield...whoosh! Whoosh! 

The two figures separated again. 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes were cold as he stared at the Tyrant Axe. 

The Tyrant Axe narrowed his eyes slightly. 

“Good boy. I heard that you defeated Pupil Master and forced him to flee. Others said that you have the 

battle strength of an Advanced Ruler, but I didn’t take it seriously. But now, when we fight, even I have 

to admit that you do have the battle strength of an Advanced Ruler. You are even very strong among 

Advanced Rulers. At least in terms of power, you are not weaker than me.” The Tyrant Axe said in a 

deep voice. 

The Ruler Tyrant Axe was as domineering as his name suggested. 



His strongest attack was also an extremely overbearing and tyrannical attack. 

However, when he used his axe skill to fight head-on with Jian Wushuang, he did not have the slightest 

advantage. This made him immediately understand that Jian Wushuang was no weaker than him in 

terms of attack. 

“Ruler Tyrant Axe, the wings have fallen into my hands. If you want them, you’ll have to kill me. But do 

you think you can do that with your strength?” Jian Wushuang snorted coldly. 

“Humph, I can’t kill you, but since the black wings have fallen into your hands, don’t think about leaving 

so easily!” Ruler Tyrant Axe was domineering and shouted, “Blood Sword Master, take my axe.” 

Rumble! 

The world shook. Ruler Tyrant Axe raised the Golden Axe in both hands at the same time. 

In an instant, another mighty axe with suffocating power came crushing toward Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang’s expression changed. 

He was not afraid of the Ruler Tyrant Axe in a one-on-one fight. If he really fought, he might be able to 

suppress the Ruler Tyrant Axe. 

However...he had just obtained the black wings, so he did not have time to fight with the Ruler Tyrant 

Axe. 

After all, the birth of the most powerful Flight Type True Treasure was so huge that the entire Third 

Continent and even the entire Red Cloud World were shocked. 

Not to mention the other continents, all the experts on the Third Continent were probably rushing here. 

Even if there was only one Ruler Tyrant Axe standing in front of him, if time passed, there would be a 

second one, if the third Ruler was present, it would be very troublesome for him. 

“I can’t tangle with this Ruler Tyrant Axe. I have to think of a way to leave first.” Jian Wushuang knew 

very well in his heart. 

He did not want to fight. All he wanted to do was leave. 

The Ruler Tyrant Axe naturally saw through his intentions. 

“Humph, Blood Sword Master, you want to leave? It’s not that easy.” 

The Ruler Tyrant Axe let out a low growl. On the way to fight with Jian Wushuang, he suddenly flipped 

his hand and took out a small pyramid. This ‘pyramid’ emitted an extremely dense aura of a True 

Treasure. 

“A suppression-type Supreme Treasure?” Jian Wushuang’s expression suddenly changed. 

“The beginning of heaven and earth can suppress everything!” 

Ruler Tyrant Axe’s eyes were cold. He directly threw the pyramid into the void above him. 



Suddenly, a burst of bright golden light burst out from the pyramid, and the pyramid was magnified in 

everyone’s sight. 

A layer of hazy golden light swept out in the surroundings, covering an area of hundreds of thousands of 

miles. 

The pyramid covered the entire area. 

Naturally, Jian Wushuang was also covered by the pyramid. 

“Haha, Blood Sword Master, you can’t escape. My Golden Tower is a Pinnacle Suppression Type True 

Treasure. Even a Superior Ruler can’t break it in a short period of time. It’s impossible for you to escape 

from it,” Ruler Tyrant Axe said with a sneer. 

Jian Wushuang’s expression turned ugly. 

His soul power swept out, and he could feel how powerful the suppression formation released by the 

pyramid was. Just as Ruler Tyrant Axe had said, he could not break the suppression formation in a short 

period of time, naturally, he could not leave from here. 

… 

Chapter 3740: One Against Two 

“Blood Sword Master, don’t even think about leaving until you hand over the black wings,” Ruler Tyrant 

Axe shouted. 

“Humph, Tyrant Axe, you think too highly of yourself. So what if you have a Suppression Type Pinnacle 

True Treasure? Even if I can’t leave, how can you kill me?” Jian Wushuang’s eyes were cold, there was 

no fear in his expression. 

He just did not want to cause too much trouble, so he wanted to leave as soon as possible. 

But now that he could not leave, there was nothing to be afraid of. 

It was not easy to kill him in this Star Field with his life-saving means. 

“Let’s try it.” 

Ruler Tyrant Axe did not want to waste time with Jian Wushuang. He transformed into a golden demonic 

god and dashed toward Jian Wushuang with the mighty golden axe in his hand. 

Jian Wushuang also went up to meet him. 

Jian Wushuang showed his full strength. He even exerted the power of his will, which was given by the 

universal laws. His battle strength soared and he was much stronger than ordinary Advanced Rulers in 

terms of basic divine power. With his swordsmanship…he was not afraid to fight head-on with Ruler 

Tyrant Axe. 

He even had a slight advantage in the fight. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 



A series of low, terrifying explosions and collisions could be heard. 

The fierce battle between the two turned the sky and earth dark. 

The surrounding Principles Masters who were watching the battle were already terrified. 

“This Blood Sword Master is so powerful, so terrifying!” 

“He is indeed terrifying. He is just a Principles Master. I originally thought that it would be inconceivable 

for him to have the battle power of a high-level Ruler, but I didn’t expect him to be even more powerful 

than the rumors had said. Ruler Tyrant Axe is already considered extremely powerful amongst high-level 

Rulers, and his axe techniques are tyrannical. He specializes in killing, but in the end, when he fought 

with the Blood Sword Master, he ended up being at a disadvantage.” 

“The Blood Sword Master is slightly stronger than the Tyrant Axe Ruler in terms of direct combat 

ability.” 

The Principles Masters were all amazed. 

While Jian Wushuang and the Tyrant Axe Ruler were engaged in a frenzied battle, there was still an 

endless stream of experts rushing over. 

Although the Tyrant Axe Ruler’s suppression-type Supreme Treasure suppressed everything around and 

prevented Jian Wushuang from leaving, it did not stop people from rushing over. 

Therefore, as time passed, more and more experts came to the void. 

When these experts arrived, they immediately saw the terrifying battle between the Rulers in the center 

of the battlefield. 

While they were shocked, the new Principles Masters quickly figured out what had happened and knew 

that the Supreme Flight Type True Treasure had fallen into Jian Wushuang’s hands. 

“The Supreme Flight Type True Treasure is in Blood Sword Master’s hands?” Someone suggested? 

“What are we waiting for? Why don’t we kill Blood Sword Master Together? Then we can fight for the 

Supreme Flight Type True Treasure. If so many Principles Masters join hands, even if they are Rulers, 

they will have to retreat,” Someone suggested. 

“Kill Blood Sword Master together?” 

As soon as the suggestion was made, someone sneered, “If you want to go, go ahead. I forgot to tell you 

that Blood Sword Master killed nearly 80 Principles Masters with one sword attack.” 

“What?” 

Those Principles Masters who had just arrived in the void were shocked. 

Killed nearly 80 Principles Masters with one sword attack? 

And this matter was confirmed immediately because too many people had seen it at that time. 



With such a result, the new Principles Masters became much quieter. From the beginning to the end, 

none of the Principles Masters did not want to fight anymore. 

Of course, Jian Wushuang’s achievement of killing nearly 80 Principles Masters with one sword stroke 

could shock many Principles Masters, but it could not shock a Ruler-level expert. 

In addition to the Ruler Tyrant Axe, who had rushed to the battle with Jian Wushuang, a second Ruler-

level expert soon arrived in the void. 

The second master was an acquaintance of Jian Wushuang. 

It was Pupil Master, who had been defeated by Jian Wushuang 3,000 years ago and had no choice but to 

flee in embarrassment! 

“Blood Sword Master!” 

As soon as Pupil Master arrived in the void, his faintly red eyes immediately locked onto Jian Wushuang. 

On the way here, he had learned that the most powerful Flight Type Supreme Treasure had fallen into 

Jian Wushuang’s hands. Now, Jian Wushuang was engaged in a fierce battle with the Ruler Tyrant Axe. 

The occupation in front of him made Pupil Master realize that it was impossible for the Ruler Tyrant Axe 

to defeat Jian Wushuang alone, and it was also impossible for him to hand over the black wings. 

Pupil Master stepped forward without hesitation. 

“Ruler Tyrant Axe, let’s join hands and teach this arrogant kid a good lesson,” Pupil Master shouted in a 

low voice. 

“Okay.” Ruler Tyrant Axe nodded. “This kid is not weak, and his ability to fight head-on is not weaker 

than mine. However, no matter how strong he is, he is only a Principles Master. His body protection 

ability should not be that strong. Help me from the side and kill him when you have the chance.” 

“Okay.” Pupil Master nodded heavily. 

They all understood that it was almost impossible for Jian Wushuang to hand over the wings in his 

hands. 

In that case, they had to find a way to kill Jian Wushuang. 

Although Jian Wushuang was very strong, he was only a Principles Master, so his life-saving ability could 

not be compared to an ordinary Ruler. This also gave them hope to kill Jian Wushuang. 

Rumble! The endless blood clouds rolled. 

A monstrous wave of air pressed toward Jian Wushuang. 

Pupil Master also made a move, and he did his best. 

Having fought with Jian Wushuang in a head-on battle, he knew that Jian Wushuang was definitely 

stronger than him. 

“Pupil Master?” 



Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes and glanced at Pupil Master, but he was still not afraid. 

He did not care about the Ruler Tyrant Axe at all. 

Even with Pupil Master, he was still not qualified to threaten him. 

So what if they joined hands? 

Even if the two Rulers joined hands, with his current strength, he could still fight them head-on and even 

suppress them. 

Boom! 

Jian Wushuang attacked with all his strength. 

Not only did he unleash his power to the maximum, but most importantly, his swordsmanship had 

finally been completely unleashed. 

It should be known that he had entered the origin of the sword universe very early in his understanding 

of sword principle, which was a step that most Rulers had never reached. 

After a long period of time, especially five thousand years of comprehension under the heaven 

suppressing tablet, and three thousand years of study within the Sword Stone, his comprehension of the 

Sword Dao grew increasingly higher and higher. The current him…had already truly stepped into the 

origin of the sword universe. 

His comprehension of the Sword Dao had long surpassed that of an ordinary high-level Ruler. Even if it 

was a peak Ruler, there were probably only a few who could match up to him. 

With such a high understanding of the sword, his attainments in swordsmanship were naturally high as 

well. 

 


